In

response

to

changing

health

insurance trends and a need for
extremity

specific

MRI

services,

Extremity Imaging Partners, Inc. (EIP)
introduces Extremity MRI Express, the
area’s first “cash only”* extremity MRI
center.
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EIP owns and operates 12 extremity
MRI centers, including 2 inside the
following podiatric colleges:

Extremity MRI Express
4500 Brooktree Road, Suite 300

Temple University School of Podiatric Medicine
Kent State University College of Podiatric Medicine

Wexford, PA 15090

The Area’s First
“Cash Only”
Extremity MRI Center

CashforMRI.com
*We do not participate with any health insurance plans and do
not bill insurance or produce health insurance billing forms.
Payment in full is made at the time of service using cash,
debit/credit card, money order or cahier’s check.

1-866-EXTREMITY
1-866-398-7364

per MRI scan

How should I prepare for the
MRI exam?

Tell your doctor if you have:
Aneurysm clips

You may eat, drink and take regularly
prescribed medications prior to the exam.

Cardiac pacemaker

Please wear clothing loose enough to be
pulled comfortably above your knee or
elbow, depending on the type of exam.

Joint replacement

Metal plate/pins
Cochlear implants
If you think you are pregnant

If you are having your knee scanned, plan
on bringing loose fitting shorts to change
into for the exam.

the

You will sit in a reclining chair completely
outside of the MRI system. Only the
affected body part will be in the scanner.
You can nap, read or even watch a
television program during the exam. Plus,
a friend or family member can sit and chat
with you.

and

Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) is a
safe and totally painless way for your
physician to look inside your body. The
images created during the exam look at
structures inside the body and provide
information that can help your doctor
determine your diagnosis. Unlike some
other diagnostic tests, MRI does not use
radiation.

Our MRI exams usually take about an hour
and fifteen minutes. Our radiologists have
developed special extended protocols in
order to provide great detail about your
particular situation.

during

MRI images look similar to conventional xrays; however, they provide significantly
more information. Our
radiologists are specially
trained to read your
musculoskeletal MRI and
provide
an
expert
diagnosis.

Extremity MRI: Safe
Peaceful Examination

How long will the exam take?

What happens
exam?

What do MRI images look like?

SPECIAL NOTES:
Please DO NOT bring the following (or
any metal items) into the examination
room:
♦ Jewelry

♦ Money clip

♦ Credit Cards

♦ Keys

♦ Pocket Knife

♦ Watch

What if I have more questions?
Your doctor or our MRI technologist will
answer any questions you may have. You
may also want to visit our website:
www.cashformri.com or call us toll free at
1-866-EXTREMITY (1-866-398-7364).

